Fools Mate

As an experienced and deadly mercenary
for the British Intelligence Agency SR(2),
Philis is used to living on the edge.
Highly-trained and dangerous he thrives on
risks and indulges in the financial rewards
once his missions are completed. When
Sir Keith Tenby, one of Britains leading
financiers, approaches him with the bare
bones of an opportunity that sports a very
appealing price tag, Philis is hooked. He is
entrusted with the task of escorting a
woman across France into England without
even the knowledge of her identity. But
Philis guesses correctly that there is more
to the situation than meets the eye. In fact
she is revealed to be Idi Amins most prized
mistress and it is not just the Ugandan
dictator who is determined destroy Philis
well-laid plans. Multiple factions reveal
themselves in their attempts to claim her
life whether it be for money, revenge or
secrets. The chase begins, and it is deadly
Fools Mate is a classic espionage thriller
that is perfect for fans of the Bond series.
As usual, Mr. Perry tells a neat story,
larded with all the action anybody would
want. Philis is an archetype: the
independent, capable operative who can
kill, who can flout authority, who is the
hero of every mans dreams Philis is the
latter-day James Bond. - Newgate
Callendar, The New York Times Book
Review A well-told, urbane thriller Philis
is always at his British best as the plot
takes a series of quicksilver turns.Publishers Weekly
The pacing is
expectedly superb. - Library Journal
Riveting reading
Full of action and
intrigue. Newsweek Philis is the most
likely candidate to supplant James Bond. The Miami Herald Ritchie Perry is a
British writer of spy and adventure crime
fiction. He has also written novels under
the name John Allen, as well as a book on
Brazil and some books for children.
Endeavour Press is the UKs leading
independent digital publisher. For more
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information on our titles please sign up to
our
newsletter
at
www.endeavourpress.com. Each week you
will receive updates on free and discounted
ebooks.
Follow
us
on
Twitter:
@EndeavourPress and on Facebook via
http://on.fb.me/1HweQV7. We are always
interested in hearing from our readers.
Endeavour Press believes that the future is
now.

I used the fools mate to win the only game of blindfold chess I ever played to completion. I dont think my opponent (I
was a teenager and he was my best friend)Fools Mate is the debut solo album by Peter Hammill of progressive rock
band Van der Graaf Generator. The title is both a chess and tarot reference.Fools mate can refer to: Fools mate, the
quickest possible checkmate in the game of chess Fools Mate (album), by Peter Hammill Fools Mate (1956 film),Fools
Mate (German: Zugzwang) is a 1989 West German drama film by the director Mathieu Carriere. The film was screened
in the Un Certain Regard section at - 1 min - Uploaded by Chess4Successthe fastest checkmate you can get in chess!
Fools mate is mate in two moves and can only be achieved by black. corum wrote:The fastest mate for white is three
moves, something like:.Fools mate. White is the Peter Hammill album of the same name, see Fools Mate (album) Fools
mate, also known as the two-move checkmateHas anyone used this or been been used by it, honestly! Ive never been
used by this opening, however Ive used it a handful of times and it worked about 1% of - 42 sec - Uploaded by Derek
ponyoriginal comic:http:///art/MLP-Fool-s-Mate-373176175 original video:In chess, Fools Mate, also known as the
Two-Move Checkmate, is the checkmate in the fewest possible number of moves from the start of the game. This can
beFools mate definition at , a free online dictionary with pronunciation, synonyms and translation. Look it up now!How
to Perform a Fools Mate in Chess. Usually, checkmate occurs in the endgame of chess, after several turns by each
player. However, this can be achieved
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